DESIGNING NATURE-BASED LIVING SHORELINES IN MODERATEENERGY SYSTEMS: A CASE STUDY ON THE DELAWARE RIVER
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Introduction
MOTIVATION:

Methods
The approach employed an iterative design process
involving:

CASE STUDY LOCATION:

• Innovation in living shoreline (LS) design is new to the field and
could address erosion of sites in atypical environments where
conventional nature-based LS solutions fail.

• Pea Patch Island (PPI) is located
outside of Delaware City along the
Delaware River in New Castle County,
DE. It is vulnerable to and
experiencing erosional impacts from
ship wake and sea level rise.

• More needs to be known about successes and failures of LSs in
atypical contexts to develop design guidance for practitioners
across sites with varying conditions.

• The shoreline receives moderate wave
energy from ship/ boat wake in
addition to significant wind driven
waves resulting from a large fetch. In
some areas, increased erosion has
eliminated swaths of marsh habitat
and undercut bases of mature trees
exposing root systems (Figure 1).

• A growing body of research has indicated boat wake as an
influencing factor in erosion of stable shorelines and coastal
habitats, and therefore wake should be considered in the design
of resilient coastlines.

OBJECTIVE:
• Employ an iterative design process to propose feasible and lowcost living shoreline treatments for a remote site experiencing
moderately high wave energy from wind and wake driven waves
• Base design in thorough site analysis and feasibility modeling
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Figure 1. Evidence of erosion on
PPI including (a) undercut tree
roots and (b) remnant peat from
previously existing marsh

• PPI is the location of significant
cultural and natural resources,
specifically Fort Delaware (a historic
military fort) and a protected heronry.

• Review of precedent innovative LS designs
• Desktop analysis including assessment of tides,
fetch, wind speed, wave climate, bathymetry, and
shoreline orientation and change for 3 sites on PPI
• Site analysis/ field verification of desktop methods
including assessment of substrate, vegetation,
topography, shoreline condition and
geomorphology, and wave/ wake patterns
• Piloting nature-based materials in small, temporary
installations
Figure 2 (above). Site map of PPI.
Figure 3 (top right). Relative direction and impact of North-bound
(NB) and South-bound (SB) ship wake
originating from the main shipping channel.
Figure 4 (bottom right). Ship wake event on PPI.

• Modeling feasibility with the Living Shoreline
Feasibility Model — a tool created by the Partnership
for the Delaware Estuary to aid in site-specific design
• Incorporation of limitations and feedback from
feasibility modeling, technical experts, and the
project team to create a final design for permitting
• Deployment of a final design

•

Results
SITE 1 CONCEPT DESIGN:
• T-shape form designed with inspiration from a bamboo
fence/ breakwater study conducted by Albers, 2018 in
Vietnam1
• Top-portion of the T-shape oriented to intercept primary
wake vectors from the East and North
• Attenuation structures composed of an interlocking wooden
log and oyster castle fence running parallel to shore

Ongoing Research
• A final design comprised of (36) 20”
diameter coir logs wrapped in coir
matting, (4) 16” diameter coir logs,
hardwood stakes, sisal twine, and 289
Spartina alterniflora and Spartina
patens quarts with rebar staking was
installed in June, 2021.

APPROACH:
• Nature-based designs for two sites on
PPI incorporate a hybrid component
(oyster castles) to provide attenuation
capacity to support the
reestablishment of native vegetation

• Ongoing research on PPI includes
modeling and monitoring the installed
nature-based design.

• Installation of a time-lapse and livestream camera for outreach

• Coir log groins perpendicular to the shore to trap sediment
• Additional fence along the eastern edge protects coir logs
from East-based wave energy and retains sediment

MHW

• Landscape management for increased sun exposure

a

SITE 3 CONCEPT DESIGN:
• Wooden log/ oyster castle fence in a configuration close to
shore intended to attenuate waves and hold sediment
• Sets of natural attenuators set within the gaps of the fences
break incoming energy from SE wake and wind-driven
waves (longest fetch) that are notably impacting the site.

b

Figure 7. Implemented design (a) at low tide
and (b) during a wake event.

• The design of natural attenuators is inspired by the
configuration traditional wave attenuation devices (WADs)
• Active removal of invasive Phragmites australis colony
Figure 5. Wooden log fence (top) and
nature-based attenuator (bottom) concepts

Figure 6. Sections of concept designs for sites 1 and 3, with
planned placement of sensors for testing of attenuation
capacity.
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